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AN EXTENSION OF A THEOREM OF NAGANO ON

TRANSITIVE LIE ALGEBRAS

HÉCTOR J. SUSSMANN

ABSTRACT. Let M  be a real analytic manifold, and let  L   be a

transitive Lie algebra of real analytic vector fields on M. A concept of

completeness is introduced for such Lie algebras.  Roughly speaking,

L   is said to be complete if the integral trajectories of vector fields in

L   are defined "as far as  L   permits".   Examples of situations where

this assumption is satisfied: (i)  L - a transitive Lie algebra all of whose

elements are complete vector fields, and (ii)  L - the set   V(M)  of all

real analytic vector fields on M. Our main result is: if M, M     ate con-

nected manifolds, then every Lie algebra isomorphism F: L — L     be-

tween complete transitive Lie algebras of real analytic vector fields on

M, M    which carries the isotropy subalgebra Lm of a point m  of M to

the isotropy subalgebra  Lm'   oí m   £ M     is induced by a (unique) real

analytic diffeomorphism f: M — M     such that f(m) - m , provided that

one of the following two conditions is satisfied:  (1) M  and M     are sim-

ply connected, or (2) the Lie algebras L   and L     separate points.  Na-

gano had proved this result for the case L - V(M), L    - V(M ), M  and M

compact.

1. Introduction.  In [l], T. Nagano proved that a compact connected

real analytic manifold  Al  is uniquely determined by any pair (L(A1), L(A1)   ).

Here  L(A1) denotes the Lie algebra of all analytic vector fields on  Af  and,

for a Lie subalgebra  L  of  L(A1)  and a point  m £ M, L     denotes the iso-

tropy subalgebra of  L   at  m.  In this note we shall extend Nagano's result

by showing

(i) that, if Al  is simply connected, the pair (L(A1),L(A1)   )  can be re-

placed by a pair (L, L   ) , where L   is an arbitrary transitive subalgebra

of  L(A1), and

(ii) that the compactness of Al  is not needed.  Indeed, the assumption

that Al is compact can be replaced by a weaker "completeness" condition.

This condition is always satisfied when all the elements of L  are complete

vector fields (in particular, it holds for arbitrary transitive  L  if Al  is com-

pact), but it is also satisfied in many other cases.  For instance,   L(A1)  is
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always complete, whether Al  is compact or not.  A precise statement of the

condition is given in §2.  Its meaning is roughly the following:   L  is complete

if the integral curves of every   X   € L  can be extended "as far as the algebra

L permits".

The organization of the paper is as follows.  In §2 we introduce our no-

tations and basic definitions, including that of the completeness condition.

In §3 we state and prove our main result.  In §4 we add some additional com-

ments, including a "local" version of our theorem in which completeness is

not required.

2. Notations and basic definitions. Let Al be a real analytic manifold.

We shall use V(A1) to denote the set of all real analytic vector fields on Al.

Then V(M) is an infinite dimensional Lie algebra over the reals. If L is a

subset of V(A1) and if m € Al, then L(m) denotes the set of all vectors X(m),

X e L. A transitive subalgebra of V(M) is a subalgebra L such that the di-

mension of  L(m)  is maximal for every  m e Al.

If X e V(M), m e Al, then  t —> X (272)  denotes the integral curve of X

through  722, i.e. the unique curve y: (a, b) —» Al (a < 0 < b)  such that:

(i)  yiO) = m,

(ii) yit) = X(yit)) fot a<t<b,

(iii)  y  cannot be extended to a curve which satisfies (i) and (ii) and is

defined on an interval larger than (a, b).

For a given  /, the set of all 7/2 for which X (222) is defined is open. If

722 belongs to this set, then  X    is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of 222

onto a neighborhood of X km).  In particular, we can use the inverse of the

differential of X    to "pull-back" tangent vectors at  X (222)  into tangent vec-

tors at 7/2.  If   v belongs to the tangent space of Al at X Lm), we shall use

X (v) to denote the corresponding tangent vector at  m.

We are now ready to define completeness.  A subalgebra  L  of  V(A1)  is

said to be complete if, for every  m e M  and every bounded sequence  \t, : k =

1, 2, • • • ! of real numbers for which  X    (m)  is defined, the following holds:

(C) If the sequence ÍX   (Y(X   (222)))! converges for every  Y e L, then

the sequence  lX    (272)! has a limit point in  Al.

Remark.  The vectors  X    (Y(X   (m))) belong to the tangent space of  Al
lk */e

at 772.  Therefore, it makes sense to talk about their convergence.

Examples.  (A)  // all the vector fields in  L  are complete, then L  is

complete.  Indeed, if  {/, ! is a bounded sequence of reals, then it has a limit

point.  Since  t —* X fm) is continuous and defined for all t, it is clear that

ÍX    (m)\ has a limit point.
k
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(B) As a particular case of the preceding example, we note that, if M

is compact, then every subalgebra of V(A1)  is complete.

(C) // Al  is arbitrary, then the algebra  V(M)  is complete.  Indeed, let

272 e Al, X £ V(M), and let  \tA be a sequence of reals for which  XtAm) is de-

fined and such that  \XtAm)\ has no limit point.  We must show that there is

a  Y £ V(M)  such that  \XtAY(XtAm)))\ does not converge.   Let  \u,\ be an

arbitrary sequence of tangent vectors at  222 which does not converge.  Let

v,   be the tangent vector at  XtAm) whose pull-back is  u,   (i.e. v. - X_i.(«,)).

Since the sequence  \XtAm)\   has no limit point, it follows from well-known

properties of real analytic manifolds that there is   Y e V(A1)  such that

Y(XtAm)) = v,   for every  k (cf. Appendix).

We say that a subalgebra  L  of  V(A1)  separates points if for every pair

m, m    of points of Al  with  m 4 rn    there exists  X £ L  such that  X(m) = 0

and X(m ') 4 0.

If L  is a subalgebra of  V(AI), then the set of all  X £ L  such that  X(22z)

= 0  is called the isotropy subalgebra of  L  at m, and is denoted by  L   .

3.  The main theorem.

Theorem.   Let AI, Al     be connected real analytic manifolds.  Let L, L

be transitive Lie subalgebras of V(A1), V(A1  ).  Assume that L  and L     are

complete. Let $  be a Lie algebra isomorphism from  L  onto  L  .  Assume

there exist m-.  £ Al, 722.   £ Al     such that <S>(Lmr,) = L   , .  Assume, moreover,
U U "<U 777Q

that either Al  and Al    are simply connected, or that the algebras  L  and L

separate points.   Then there exists one and only one diffeomorphism tf> from

Al onto Al    such that every  X £ L   corresponds under <j>  to $(X), and that

0(772O)  =  7220 .

Remark.  When  L = V(A1), L    = V(AI ), the completeness assumption is

automatically satisfied, as was pointed out in the previous section.  Moreover,

V(A1) always separates points (cf. Appendix).  Therefore, our theorem contains,

as a particular case, the result of Nagano (cf. [l]) in a stronger form because

compactness is not required.  Also, when  Al  and Al     are compact, the complete-

ness  assumption  is  again  always  satisfied.  Therefore, our theorem holds

in this case for arbitrary transitive algebras, provided the manifolds are sim-

ply connected or the algebras separate points.

Proof of the theorem.   First we note that our assumptions imply that  Al

and  Al    have the same dimension  ra.  Let  Al    be the manifold Al x Al .  Recall

that the tangent space of  Al    at (m, m ) is naturally identified to the direct

sum of the tangent spaces of M  at  222  and of  Al     at  222  .  Therefore, if  X £
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V(M) and  X ' e V(M '), we can define a vector field (X, X ') e V(M") in an

obvious way.  Moreover, one has

[(X, X'),(Y,  Y')] = ([X,  Y], [X',  Y']).

Let  L     denote the set of all vector fields in   V(A1 )  that are of the form

(X, $(X))  for some   X e L.  Then  L" is a Lie subalgebra of  V(M").

Lemma I.   If m e M, m   e M  , then  dim L (m, m ) > ra.  Equality holds

if and only if $(L   ) = L   ,.' '      ' 777 772

Proof of the lemma.  If v is a tangent vector at m then there is X e L

such that X(m) = f (because L  is transitive).   Therefore the projection of

L (722, 722 )  into the tangent space of Al  at /tz  is onto, and the first assertion

follows.  If $(L   ) = L   ,   then the projection is one-to-one, and dim L  (m, m )

= ra.   Conversely, if this equality holds, then  X(m) = 0  implies <tX[X)(m ) = 0,

so that <IKL   ) C L ' , , and therefore <I>(L   ) = L ' ,.
777      — 777     ' V       777 777

We now return to the proof of our theorem.  Let AL   denote the maximal

integral manifold of L     through (z/zn, mQ ) (cf. Appendix).  Since rJXL     ) =

L  /  , it follows from Lemma 1 that AL   is n-dimensional, and that dXL   ) =
777 (J 0 ' 772

L   ,   for every (m, m ) e AL.  Let 77, 77    denote the projections of AL   into

Al, Al     respectively.  If (222, 222 ) £ AL   then  dît and dir    are isomorphisms of

L  (222, 722 )  (which is the tangent space of AL   at (222, 222 ))  onto the tangent

spaces of Al  at 222  and of Al     at 222  , respectively.  Therefore, 27  and 77    are

local diffeomorphisms.

We want to show that 27  and 27    are onto, and for this we shall use the

completeness.

Lemma 2.   Let (m, 222   ) e AL, X e L.  Let (a, b), (a  , b )  be the inter-

vals on which the integral curves of X  through  m and of $(X)  through m

are defined.   Then a = a    and b = b .

Proof of the lemma.  We shall show that b   > b.  It will follow by sym-

metry that  b = b .  When this is applied with  X replaced by -X, the conclu-

sion that a = a     follows.

Assume that  b   < b.  Let \tA be a sequence such that 0 < t,< b     and

that lim.L = b'.  For  Y £ L, write   Y' for <KY). Identify the tangent spaces of

M  at 272   and of A)     at 722     with  L/L      and L  /L   ,   respectively.  Let777 777 r J

F: L/L    —>  L  /L   ,   be the vector space isomorphism induced by <I>.  Then,

if  Y  and Z  belong to  L:

„
F([Y, Z](m)) = [Y', Z'](m').
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If  Y £ L, the function fy: t —* X((Y(X (22z))) is real  analytic from (a, b) in-

to  L/L   , and its derivative with respect to   t is f\x „l.  Therefore

/yn)(0) = [X(n),  YK222),      ra = 0, 1, 2, ••-,

where [X(0), Y] = Y, [X(" + 1), Y] = [X, [XM, Y]]. Similarly, the function

gyi : t —>X (Y (X (222 ))) is real analytic from (a , b ) into L /L , ,

and its 22th derivative at / = 0 is [X , Y '](m '). Therefore the isomor-

phism  F  maps f Y"'(0)  to  gY"(0)  for every ra.   By analyticity,

F(X*( Y(Xt(m)))) = x; *( Y'(X;U')))    for 0 < t < b'.

Now lim^^X* (Y(X( (m))) = X*,(Y(Xfe( (7/2))).  Therefore the limit of

X (Y (X    (m )))   as k —> 00  exists.  Since this is true for arbitrary  Y   6L ,

it follows from the completeness condition that the sequence  ¡X    (m )} has

a limit point p.  By well-known properties of ordinary differential equations,

there is e > 0   such that X   (a)  is defined for all   t £ (-e, e)  and all  a in

some neighborhood  U of p.  Choose k  such that X    (m) £ (J  and that

b   — t, < c.  Then the integral curve of X    through   X    (222)  is defined on

(-e, <r), and therefore X   (722)  is defined for 0 < t < t, + e.  Since  t. + c > b ,

this is a contradiction.  Therefore, we must have  b   > b, and the lemma is

proved.

The proof that 27  and 27     are onto is now easy.  Let 722  be an arbitrary

point of Al.  Since Al  is connected and L  is transitive, there exists a piece-

wise integral curve of L  which joins 222.   to  222.  In other words, there are

vector fields  X  , • • •, X    in  L, numbers  /.,/,,•-•,/,   such that 0 = i. <

/j <•••</,   and a continuous curve y: [O, tA —> M  such that y(0) = 222.,

y(/,) = m and that the restriction of y to [/.   ,, r.]  is an integral curve of

XI for i = 1, • • • , k.  Let  222. = y(t.) (z = 0, • ■ •, k).  We show that there is

m. £ M     such that (t2z¿, t/z¿) £ A1Q.  If 2 = 0  this is trivial.  Suppose that our

assertion is true for a certain  z, then the integral curve of Xl+    through

?72. is defined on an interval which contains [O, /.   ,-/.].   By Lemma 2,
2 »   7+1        7        j '

the integral curve of ^(Xl+ ) through 722. is defined on the same interval.

Clearly, the mapping

8: t-*(xÍ+1(m.),<i>(Xi+1)t(m'))

is defined for 0 < t < t. j - /.. Moreover, S is an integral curve of (X1+ ,

$(X¿+1)) e L ". Since 8(0) = (222., m[) £ A1Q, it follows that 8\t) £ A1Q for all

/ between 0   and /.   , - /.. Let m'.   , =<¿(X!+1)        _, (z/z').  Then (222    .,
2+1 2 7+1 <7+l     '7 « 2+1

772.   ,) = 8(t.  j - t) £ Aln.  By induction, it follows that 222. e 77(AL)  for every
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z.  In particular, m = m,   £ 27(AL).  Since 722 e Al  was arbitrary, 77 is onto.  Since

there is an obvious symmetry between Al   and Al   , the same argument also

shows that 77    is onto.

We now show that 77  and 27    are covering maps.  Let 22z £ Al.  We will find

a neighborhood  U of m  which is evenly covered by 77.  Let X  , • • • , X" be

members of L   such that X (222), •••, Xn(m)  are linearly independent.  Choose

f > 0   so small that the mapping

H: it1,-'-,tn)-^X1tiX2i...iX"im))...))
11 77

is defined for all (/,,-••, t )  in the cube  C, =  \(t,,•••, t ): - e < t■< e  fot
l7 '77 t 1' '      77 2

z = 1, • • • , ra!  and is a diffeomorphism of C    onto a neighborhood (7  of 272.

Let A   denote the set of all  222   £ M     such that (m, m ) £ AL.  Then A  is non-

empty because 77 is onto.  If 272   £ A, it follows from Lemma 2 that the mapping

Km,:(tv---, tJ^fyX1) tmX2)    (■■■WX")t (222'))•••))  is defined on  C(.
I I ¿- tl .

Let 1/(722 )   denote the set of all points in  AL   that are of the form (p, K  , H~ (p))

for some p e U.  The map  p —» (p, K   , H~  (p))  is a homeomorphism of  Í7 onto

U(m ), whose inverse is the restriction  77   ,   of 77 to   U(m ).  It follows that

1/(222 )  is open in  AL   and that 27   (   is a homeomorphism from  U(m )  onto   U.

To show that  U is evenly covered we must prove that

(a) (J(/22 ')n (/(m") =0  if m'4m",

(b) 77-1(i7)  is the union of the  U(m '), m ' £ A.

Assume that 222   £ A, m   £ A, m   4 m  , and that U(m )  and U(m )  ate

not disjoint.  Let (p, a) £ U(m')C\ U(m").  Then  a = Km,H~l(p) = Km„H~\p).

Let H~\p) = (/j, ••-, tn).  Then

«ftX1),  (3»(X2), (... ($(X*), (»•))•••))
'l l2 ln

= <5(X1), ($(X2), (...<D(X*), (222"))...).
'l l2 77

Using 22  times the uniqueness of integral curves, it follows that m   = m  ,

which is a contradiction.   This proves statement (a).

To prove (b), let (p, a) £ tr~  (U).  This means that p e U  and (p, a) e AL.

Let p = H(t,, ••■, t ).  Then 22z = Xn , (• • -X2   (X1 , (p))---).  By Lemma 2,
1 n ln _t2     ~ '1

the point

772' = <D(x*)_( (...<Hx2)_t (d)(x1)_i (q))-.-)
n 2 1

exists.  Moreover, it is clear that (p, q)  can be joined to (w, m ) by a piece-

wise integral curve of L   .   Therefore (722, m ) £ AL.  It follows that  222   e A.

Clearly, a = K-mAtx, ••■ , t ) = Km,H~l(p)  and therefore (p, a) £ U(m').

This proves (b).
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Therefore  U  is evenly covered by 27.  Since  772  was arbitrary, it follows

that 77 is a covering map.  The same argument shows that n    is a covering

map.

If Al  and Al     are simply connected, it follows that 77  and 27    are one-

to-one and onto.  Since they are local diffeomorphisms, they are in fact dif-

feomorphisms of AL   onto Al   and Al  , respectively.   The same conclusion

can be reached without using the simple connectedness, if L   and L

separate points.  Indeed, if 77 is not one-to-one, then there are 222 £ Al, 222  ,

722" e Al     with  m   4m     such that (722, 222 )   and (222,2»  )  belong to  AL.  By Lem-

ma 1, this implies that <I>(L   ) = L   ,   and §{L   ) = L   „.   Thus  L   ,  = L   „,
' r *    777 777 ^    m m mm1

contradicting the assumption that  L     separates points.

The conclusions of our theorem now follow.  The assumptions imply that

27  and 27    are diffeomorphisms from  AL   onto  Al  and Al  , respectively.  De-

fine t/j: Al —► Al    by  r/J = 27 27~   .  Then it is clear that <f> has the desired prop-

erties.

The uniqueness of c/j is easily proved. If c/j satisfies the conditions

of our theorem, then c/j must carry the integral curves of every X £ L into

the integral curves of $(X), i.e.

4>(Xt(m)) = <m.X)t(<Hm)).

Since d)(m ) must be 22z   , it follows that çS(zzz)  is uniquely determined for

every 222  that can be joined to  2/2    by a piecewise integral curve of L.  Since

L  is transitive and Al  is connected, r/j is uniquely determined everywhere.

4.  Additional remarks.   The proof that 27 and 77    are covering maps de-

pends only on the fact that L   and L     are transitive and complete.  The con-

clusion that 27 is one-to-one follows if either Al  is simply connected or if

L     separates points.  Therefore, the conclusion of our theorem is also true

if Al  is simply connected and L   separates points.   This is true without any

assumptions on    Al     and L     (other than completeness and transitivity).

Moreover, a weaker form of our theorem is always true, namely:  if L  and L '

are transitive and complete, and if $ is an isomorphism of the pairs (L, L   )

and (L  , L  i) (i.e.   $: L —> L    is an isomorphism and $(L   ) = L   ,)  then
7      777' * s    m m  '

there exists a manifold AL, a point mQ £ AL, a transitive L    C V(AL)   and

covering maps 27: Aln     ' Al, 27 : AL —► Al     such that 77(272..) = 7/2, 77 (m.) = 222

and that 77, 27'  induce isomorphisms of the pair (L  , L     )  with (L, L   )  and

(L   , L   ), respectively.

Finally, we observe that a local version of our theorem is true without

any completeness assumptions:
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Let L, L     be transitive Lie algebras of analytic vector fields on the

real analytic manifolds M, M .  Let $: L —» L     be a Lie-algebra isomorphism.

Suppose ///_  £ M, m. £ M    are such that <Î>(L     ) = L    • .  Then there existrr 0 ' 0 7770 m0

neighborhoods U of m-, in Al, U of AL in M andan analytic diffeomor-

phism t/j: U —» U such that <pim<0 = mn anc^ that, for every X £ L, the re-

strictions of X  to  U and to <f>(X)  to  U     correspond under d>.

The proof of the preceding statement is very easy.  Define Al  , L  , AL,

77, 77     as in the proof of our main theorem.  It is still true that 77 and 27     are

local diffeomorphisms. Let   U    be a neighborhood of (m-., 722.) which is mapped

diffeomorphically    by    27,    27     onto neighborhoods  U, U    of 222  , m-.   respec-

tively. Define d>: U —' V    by dxn n~   .  Then  c/j  satisfies the desired condi-

tions.

Appendix.   We state here two facts that have been used in §2 and §3.

(A) Let M  be a real analytic manifold.  Let A   be a subset of M  that

has no limit points.  For each m £ A   let v     be a tangent vector at m.  Then

there exists X £ V(M)  such that X(m) = v     for every m £ A.

This is a well-known property of real analytic manifolds (cf. for instance

Shiga [2]).

(B) Let M  be a real analytic manifold, and let L  be a Lie subalgebra

of V(M).  Then through every m £ M  there passes a unique maximal integral

manifold of L.

Recall that an integral manifold of L   is a connected submanifold S of Al

whose tangent space at s  is L(s)  fot every  s £ S.  An integral manifold is

maximal if every integral manifold S     which intersects S  is in fact an open

submanifold of S.  Statement (B) is proved by Nagano in [l].
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